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Abstract

We define risk spillover as the dependence of a given asset variance on the past covari-
ances and variances of other assets. Building on this idea, we propose the use of a highly
flexible and tractable model to forecast the volatility of an international equity portfolio.
According to the risk management strategy proposed, portfolio risk is seen as a specific com-
bination of daily realized variances and covariances extracted from a high frequency dataset,
which includes equities and currencies. In this framework, we focus on the risk spillovers
across equities within the same sector (sector spillover), and from currencies to international
equities (currency spillover). We compare these specific risk spillovers to a more general
framework (full spillover) whereby we allow for lagged dependence across all variances and
covariances. The forecasting analysis shows that considering only sector- and currency-risk
spillovers, rather than full spillovers, improves performance, both in economic and statisti-
cal terms.
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1 Introduction

How can we define risk spillovers? How can we model risk spillovers in an international equity

portfolio? If we take risk spillover into account, does the forecasting ability of portfolio risk

increase? What are the economic consequences of only limited risk spillovers? In this paper, we

address these fundamental questions.

In order to characterize the risk relations across assets, we assume that the asset covariance

matrix is dynamic and we characterize the dependence across its elements. Then, we introduce

the concept of risk spillover which defines the dependence of a given asset variance on the

past covariances and variances of assets that either belong to the same or different economic

sectors or asset classes. When the dependence encompasses all assets included in a portfolio,

we refer to it as full risk spillover. At the other extreme, there is an absence of risk spillover,

i.e. when the risk of any asset is a function only of its past risk. There is a vast spectrum of

partial risk spillover between none and full spillover risk. To envisage these, we assume the

point of view of a U.S. investor holding an international equity portfolio of nine U.S. stocks and

three foreign stocks. The underlying twelve companies run their business in four sectors. The

investor is essentially concerned by two kinds of risk spillovers: first, the currency-risk spillover,

which arises from the foreign companies that perform business predominately abroad and/or

use foreign accounting currencies. Second, the sector-risk spillover that stems from companies

with the common exposure to sector-wide risk factors. More specifically, we focus on three

structures of partial risk spillover in the variance-covariance matrix. First, we consider what we

call “limited-risk spillover”, that is to say, the interaction of risks within economic sectors and

between the three exchange rates (we consider currencies as an asset class per se). It should be

stressed that this definition of partial risk spillover discards any risk spillover across economic

sectors and between equities and currencies. Second, we consider the “currency-risk spillover”,

in which the risk spillover is given by the currency risk, and only impacts international equities.

Finally, we discuss the “pervasive-risk spillover” that combines the limited- and currency-risk

spillovers mentioned above. This corresponds to the joint presence of risk spillover between

currencies, within equities in the same economic sector, and from currencies to international

equities.

Building on the concept of risk spillover, we propose a flexible and feasible approach to
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model equity portfolio risk which involves exchange rate risks. This model lends itself to adapt-

able definitions of risk and various structures of risk forecasting. It is worth noticing that

one could consider many other definitions of partial-risk spillover (e.g. the cross-sector risk

spillover) and other asset classes (e.g. government or corporate bonds). We limit our analysis

to an international equity portfolio, based on our firm belief that this approach can easily be

extended to encompass many other interactions between asset variances/covariances and how

these relations evolve over time. Though this is not within the scope of this paper, such a port-

folio design can be used to study to the efficient hedging of currency risks.

One of the benefits of efficient hedging in an international exposure is the reduction of the

portfolio variance, see for example Glen and Jorion (1993). In addition, as shown in Campbell

et al. (2010), risk-minimizing global equity investors should short those currencies that are more

positively correlated with equity returns and should hold long positions in those currencies

that are more negatively correlated with returns. Our paper contributes to this strand of the

literature by proposing a modeling approach to spillover risk and challenging the view that

some currencies have diversification benefits. In fact, by opportunely modeling spillover risks,

the economic assessment of these diversification benefits become less clear.

This approach is consistentwith the variety of investment funds in the financial industry and

makes a broad spectrum of risk management strategies viable. For instance, the investor can be-

lieve ex ante that an asset class, such as hedge fund investments, should by its very nature be

poorly correlated with other (traditional) securities, such as stocks and bonds. Another example

is represented by the unclear connection between currencies and equities, or even among sectors

that may be pro-cyclical (e.g. manufacturing and resources) or counter-cyclical (e.g. pharma-

ceutical and health sectors). Those alternative spillover designs might be easily obtained as

generalizations or sub-cases of our modelling approach.

From the technical side, our study relies on the Wishart autoregressive model (WAR) pro-

posed by Gourieroux et al. (2009). The model is based on a dynamic extension of the Wishart

distribution. This specification is compatible with financial theory, satisfies the constraints on

volatility matrices, has a flexible form and, most importantly, maintains the coefficients’ inter-

pretability, even when specifications are restricted. The main innovation proposed in this paper

is the introduction of specific model parametrizations that allows the dynamics of the spillover

between variances to be controlled by imposing a particular structure on the coefficient matrices
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of the WAR model. The parametrization makes use of block structures on the model parameter

matrices. We hence name our specification Block WAR. The use of block structures in parameter

matrices is similar to that adopted in Billio et al. (2006), Billio and Caporin (2008), and Engle

and Kelly (2008) that introduce a block structure for the correlation matrix. Similar approaches

have been considered in Asai et al. (2008) for multivariate stochastic volatility models. Finally,

Caporin and Paruolo (2008) present a more general spatial solution to the curse of dimension-

ality problem in multivariate volatility specifications. Their specification includes as a special

case block structures on the coefficient matrices.

After the model estimation, we perform a forecasting analysis to evaluate the economic im-

plications which stem from different characterizations of the risk spillover. The forecasting

ability of several alternative model specifications is assessed both in statistical and economic

terms. On the economic side, the crucial mechanism is that the optimized portfolio weights and

the variance forecasts depend on how spillovers are structurally modelled. Consistent with the

recent literature on realized volatility, the empirical analysis is based on high frequency data

of 12 stocks quoted on US equity markets and 3 exchange rates over a period of seven years,

including those of the recent financial crisis.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the econometric model used to an-

alyze and forecast the sequence of covariance matrices while accounting for possible spillover

effects. Section 3 describes the model estimation procedure; Data and model specification are

presented in Section 4; the economic value of considering risk spillover is analyzed in Section 5.

Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Modeling variance spillovers

We now introduce the model used to analyze and forecast the sequence of realized variance-

covariance matrix for the 15 assets in our study. Later, we describe the set of alternative para-

metric restrictions to the spillovers between variances that help to reduce the complexity of the

full model estimation, and those which might be driven by some economic criterion (e.g. assets

classification) or data. As we mention in the introduction, we presume that realized covariance

sequences are available and so will not tackle the problem of the optimal estimation of real-

ized variances and covariances. Details on these aspects could be found in Zhang et al. (2005),
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Bandi and Russel (2008), Hansen and Lunde (2006) , Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008a) and Zhang

(2010), among others.

2.1 The Wishart autoregressive process

Once we have computed the series of realized variance/covariance matrices from the intra-day

returns, it is of fundamental importance, for our purpose, to adopt a model which: can be

estimated even with a large set of assets; that guarantees the positive definitiveness of the fore-

casted covariance matrix; and whose coefficients keep their interpretability. This last aspect is

even more important if the quality of covariance matrix forecasts is measured according to an

economic criterion (such as the returns on various optimized portfolios).

A model that satisfies the previously itemized requirement is the realized Wishart autore-

gressive model (WAR) of Gourieroux et al. (2009). We will not formally introduce the WAR

model, neither we will present its properties; interested readers might refer to the cited paper.

As shown in Bonato et al. (2008), this model is particularly suitable for testing the variance

spillover between assets. In their paper, the authors propose four specifications to restrict the

interaction between past variances/covariances with their contemporaneous values.

Denote by Yt the time t (realized) covariance for a group of n assets. If the sequence of

stochastic positive definite Yt matrices follows a Wishart process, the expected value of Yt+1,

conditioned on the information up to time t, is given by:

Et (Yt+1) =MYtM
′ +KΣ. (1)

In that case, we say that Yt is a Wishart autoregressive process of order 1, WAR(1), denoted

W [K,M,Σ]. The density of the WAR(1) process depends on the following parameters: K, the

scalar degree of freedom strictly greater than n − 1 (the dimension of Yt - the number of assets

- minus one); M, the n × n matrix of autoregressive parameters; and Σ, the n × n symmetric

and positive definite matrix of innovation covariances. An important property of the Wishart

distribution is that the matrices Yt are positively definite if and only if K ≥ n1. See Gourieroux

et al. (2009) for additional details on the derivation of the WAR process.

1Furthermore, for a non-centered Wishart specification, the distribution of Yt possesses a density function only

when K > n − 1 (hence the condition above). Thus, for K < n− 1 no density can be defined and for K < n the process

Yt is given by a sequence of singular covariance matrices with degenerate Wishart distribution (Muirhead, 1982).
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2.2 Interpretation of the coefficients

Let us consider the simple setting in which we are given an even number of assets n which we

can cluster into two groups of size n/2. Under the assumption that the autoregressive matrixM

is block diagonal, withM11 andM22 being n/2× n/2 matrices, it is straightforward to show that
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which gives the expression for Et[Yt+1] with the quantity KΣ to be added. We see that con-

strainingM to be a block diagonal matrix has the effect of limiting co-volatility spillover effects

between different groups. Only past variance-covariance values of group 1 influence future val-

ues of group 1. The same holds for group 2 as well as for the between-group covariances.

In order to analyze the spillover effect within groups in greater details, we consider the fol-

lowing (2 × 2) matrices: the covariance matrix Yt; the autoregressive parameter matrix M; and

the innovation variance Σ. The matrices have the following structure:

Yt =
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The full WAR(1) model specifies the best prediction of Yt, Et−1[Yt], as:

Et−1[Yt] =



















a1Y11,t−1 + b1Y12,t−1 + c1Y22,t−1 + d1 a2Y11,t−1 + b2Y12,t−1 + c2Y22,t−1 + d2

− a3Y11,t−1 + b3Y12,t−1 + c3Y22,t−1 + d3



















(2)

where aj ,bj , cj and dj, j = 1, . . . ,3 are scalar parameters, and dj is equal to K multiplied the cor-

responding entries of Σ. By construction, the prediction is a symmetric semi-definite positive

matrix for any Yt−1 which belongs to S+, the set of symmetric positive definite matrices. Pa-

rameters in the prediction Et−1[Yt] might be represented in terms of the parameters in M as

follows:


































a1 =m
2
11, b1 = 2m11m12, c1 =m

2
12,

a2 =m11m21, b2 =m11m22 +m21m12, c2 =m12m22,

a3 =m
2
21, b3 = 2m21m22, c3 =m

2
22,

The effect of the past variances and covariances on the present volatility clearly emerges.

First, note that the full WAR model allows for spillover between variances and covariances.

However, settingm12 = 0 implies that the conditional variance of the first asset depends only on
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its past shocks and that the second asset variance does not influence the conditional covariance.

Furthermore, a diagonal specification of M corresponds to the absence of spillovers between

variances and covariances, since all elements of Et−1[Yt] are only functions of the corresponding

element of Yt−1.

In fact, whenM is diagonal, i.e. when m12 =m21 = 0, we have:

Et[Y11|t+1] = m211Y11,t +Kσ11,

Et[Y12|t+1] = m11m22Y12,t +Kσ12,

Et[Y22|t+1] = m222Y22,t +Kσ22.

This very simple two-dimensional example helps us to identify the coefficients in M that

play a role in the spillover effect between variances and covariances. We will now present four

different parametrizations for the WAR process that impose limited spillover or that totally ex-

clude spillovers across variances and covariances.

2.3 WAR specifications for risk spillover modelling

To derive the WAR specifications needed to model risk spillover, we impose a set of restrictions

on the matrix M. These restrictions come from a criterion based on asset groups. Such a re-

quirement is economically valid and some examples are given by grouping rules based on the

economic sectors to which the stocks entering an equity portfolio pertain, on the type of assets

which enter a diversified portfolio, or on the geographical reference areas. The main intuition

behind asset grouping is that the clustered variables may share common patterns or common

risk factors. In fact, we can presume that assets in the same economic sector may react in a

similar way to sector-wide or market-wide shocks/news, and are similarly affected by market

movements.

Clearly, groups may be defined on a data-driven basis, referring to factors such as the dy-

namic properties of the series mean and/or variances, or on a variety of mixed criteria. The

comparison of alternative methods of clustering financial assets is beyond the scope of this pa-

per and will not be considered. Some examples are given in Bauwens and Rombouts (2007), and

Aielli and Caporin (2011). In the following step, we will use a priori defined groups of stocks

(grouped by sectors or cyclicality) and cluster the exchange rates is a separate group.

6
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In a very general case, we assume that our portfolio consists of n stocks and currencies and

that we can classify them into N groups, according to some criterion. The N groups have di-

mension ni with
�

i ni = n. In addition, the assets are ordered according to a group rule, that is,

assets from 1 to n1 belong to group 1, assets from n1 + 1 to n1 +n2 belong to group 2, and so on.

Given this asset classification, the autoregressive matrix M may be partitioned as follows:

M =

















































M11 · · · M1N
... Mii

...

...
... MN−1,N

MN1 · · · MNN

















































,

whereMij is a matrix of dimension ni × nj .

By imposing a particular structure on the matricesMij we are able to control for the spillover

of volatility between and within groups. The basic assumption we are making is that spillover

effects are not present between assets belonging to different groups. Therefore, M is a block

diagonal matrix with zero off-diagonal elements: Mi,j = 0,∀i � j. The structure considered for

the diagonal blocksMii will be of two types:

(1) Mii is full

(2) Mii is diagonal.

Specification (1) implies that there are risk spillover effects in terms of variances/covariances

within assets belonging to the same economic sector. We refer to that as “limited-risk spillover”

to differentiate it from the more general case of “full-risk spillover” associated with a full matrix

M. Specification (2) considers the case in which there is no risk spillover effect at all, even within

groups. In this case we have the absence of risk spillover and we refer to “no risk spillover”.

This means that the dynamics of future variances / covariances are solely a function of their

past values. Both approaches can be further restricted by imposing unique scalar values for

all the entries in Mi,i. Thus, within each group, a single parameter regulates the effect of past

co-volatilities on their future values.

Throughout the empirical we will assumeM to be block diagonal while keeping the fullM

as a benchmark. Then, we will evaluate the implications of the proposed restrictions in terms of

risk forecasting.
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The full M matrix implies the existence of risk spillovers across all assets. Note that the

general case of a full M quickly becomes computationally infeasible when the number of assets

is large, as M contains n2 distinct coefficients. Therefore, it should be perceived as a generic and

optimal benchmark to be taken as a reference for restricted specifications, which exclude certain

kinds of risk spillovers. The full risk spillover and the no risk spillover cases would permit an

evaluation of the benefits of including of risk spillovers in the model.

Besides the use of diagonal or block-diagonal specifications for matrix M, an interesting al-

ternative design points at the role of the sub-matrixMN−1,N , a single off-diagonal block, which

might be added to a block-diagonally specified M matrix. Assume, for ease of exposition, that

we are interested in evaluating the volatility spillovers between assets belonging to groups N −1

(international equities) and N (currencies). The most natural way of accomplishing this would

be to consider them as a unique sector and to consider the lower left diagonal block of M of

size nN−1 +nN . The drawback of this specification is that spillover effects are bi-directional, i.e.

assets in groupN−1 influence groupN and vice versa. This may not be an appropriate choice as

it implicitly assumes that currency volatilities (group N) are affected by these equity volatilities

(group N − 1). Simple algebra shows that to consider the equities in N − 1 and the currencies in

N as a separate group, and and set MN,N−1 to zero solves this issue. As a result, currency-risk

will be present in the model and associated with the parameters of MN−1,N . In particular, this

is included in our empirical analysis on an ad hoc basis if the two groups have the same dimen-

sions, and the parameter matricesMN−1,N−1,MN−1,N andMN,N are diagonal, then the volatility

of assets in N influences only the volatility of the assets in N − 1, which hold the same position

within the block. Furthermore, the currency risk spillover effect only exists between variances

and is mono-directional from group N to N − 1.

3 Estimation

Here, we follow Gourieroux et al. (2009) and briefly describe how the WAR parameters are

estimated. Note that the theoretical results in Gourieroux et al. (2009) directly apply to our

restricted WAR parametrizations.

The first-order conditional moments of the WAR can be used to calibrate the parameters in

M and Σ, up to the sign and scale factor, respectively. As the first-order method of moments is
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equivalent to non-linear least squares, the estimator is defined as:

�

M̂, Σ̂∗
�

= ArgminM,Σ∗S
2 (M,Σ∗)

where:

S2 (M,Σ∗) =
T
�

t=2

�

i<j















Yij,t −
n
�

k=1

n
�

l=1

Ykl,t−1mikmlk −σ∗ij















2

=

T
�

t=2

�vech(Yt)− vech(MYt−1M ′ +Σ∗)�2

and Σ∗ = KΣ.

We follow the strategy proposed in Bonato (2009) to estimate the degrees of freedom. It has

been shown to be less sensitive to the presence of extreme events in the co-volatility process.

Consider a portfolio allocation α ∈ Rn. We know that the unconditional distribution of Yt is a

W (K,0,Σ(∞)), a centered Wishart distribution. We can therefore easily show that:

α′Ytα ∼Ga
�

K

2
,2α′Σ(∞)α

�

, (3)

i.e. the distribution of the portfolio with allocation α is a gamma distribution with the degrees

of freedom K as shape parameter, (see also Meucci, 2005). An unbiased estimator of K can most

probably be simply obtained via maximum likelihood by fitting a gamma distribution into the

process α′Ytα.

4 Data and model specification

The dataset consists of 15 assets, 12 stocks and 3 exchange rates. Stock data are provided at a 1-

minute frequency by Tickdata.com. Exchange rate data are also provided at 1-minute frequency

by Disktrading.com. The period we consider spans from January 2, 2003 to December 31, 2009.

Table 1 reports the name of the assets used in the analysis along with their sector and cyclicality,

the currency of their financial statements and the betas with respect to the S&P500 Index.

Factoring out weekends, holidays, days with shorter trading hours (e.g. July 3 or December

24) and matching all the days across the sample, we are left with 1,759 trading days. Intraday

returns are then computed by taking the log differences of the 1-minute prices and multiplying

by 104. Daily returns are obtained as the difference of the logarithm of the closing and opening

price of the day and multiplying by 100. Note that we do not consider the effect of overnight

9
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Table 1: Grouping of the stocks according to their market sector/geographical location. The last column reports the

βs (for the period under analysis) with respect to the S&P500 index.

Name Tick symbol Sector Cyclicality Statements∗ β̂

Boeing Co. BA

Industrial

1.33

Caterpillar Inc. CAT Cyclical USD 1.79

Fedex FDX 1.11

International Business Machine IBM
Information

Technology

0.78

Hewlett Packard Co. HPQ Cyclical USD 1.09

Texas Instrument Inc. TXN 1.18

Kraft Food Inc. KFT
Consumer

Services

0.66

Procter Gamble Co. PG Anti-cyclical USD 0.57

Time Warner Inc. TWX 1.41

Sanofi-Aventis SA SNY

Healthcare

EUR 0.86

Glaxo Smith Kline GSK Anti-cyclical GBP 0.62

Novartis AG NVS CHF 0.85

EUR/USD

GBP/USD FX

USD/CHF

∗ Statements denotes the currency in which the company releases its financial statements and dividends.

10
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returns as we assume the representative agent opens and closes his position within the same

trading day. This simplifying assumption is motivated by the difficulty involved in considering

the overnight effect jointly on currency and stock trading, as forex is virtually traded around the

clock and stocks are not. The overlapping trading hours of our portfolio coincide with stocks’

trading hours. Table 2 reports the summary statistics for the 1-minute and open-to-close returns

on the 15 series.

The goal of the paper is to assess whether there is economic loss, in terms of forecasting

power and asset allocation performances, if all possible kinds of risk spillovers in an interna-

tional equity portfolio are constrained to a limited set of risk transmission. The introduction

of restricted parametrizations of the WAR induces computational simplifications, maintains pa-

rameter interpretability and allows a clear identification of currency-risk spillovers and sector-

risk spillovers.

The first task of our analysis consists in computing a measure of covariance between the

assets making up the portfolio. We accomplish this by following the recent developments in

literature and exploiting the availability of high frequency data.

The trading day we construct runs from 9:35 AM (first observation) to 16:00 (last observa-

tion). Sampling every 5 minutes, we obtained 77 intraday returns which we used to construct

the series of realized covariance matrices.

In the next step we compute the series of realized covariancematrices using the classical esti-

mator presented in Andersen et al. (2003) and Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) de Pooter

et al. (2006):

Yt =
I
∑

i=1

rt−1+ih,hr
′
t−1+ih,h (4)

With Yt we indicate the realized covariance matrix at time t in order to to be coherent with

our previous notation and because the use of Σ would probably create confusion as Σ de-

notes the covariance matrix of the Gaussian vector underlying the WAR(1) model. rt−1+ih,h ≡

pt−1+ih − pt−1+(i−1)/h denotes the (n×1) vector of returns for the i-th intraday period on day t, for

i = 1, . . . , I, and with n = 4 as the number of assets. I refers to the number of intraday intervals,

each of length h ≡ 1/I. In our case, with a frequency of five minutes, I = 76. One shortcoming of

the covariance matrix estimator we adopted is that it is not efficient in the presence of market

microstructure noise and asynchronous trading (see for example Sheppard, 2006, Lunde and

11
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the 1-minute and daily (open-to-close) returns over the period January 2, 2003 -

December 31, 2009. The means are scaled by 104, the remaining statistics by 102.

Stock Mean Max Min SD Skewness Kurtosis

1-minute

BA 0.011 3.436 -4.765 0.090 0.106 45.252

CAT 0.007 3.141 -4.821 0.102 -0.007 49.032

FDX 0.011 3.071 -3.258 0.088 0.258 45.202

IBM 0.023 2.893 -2.146 0.073 0.129 38.623

HPQ 0.040 6.724 -11.931 0.096 -2.556 420.662

TXN 0.007 5.251 -4.209 0.111 0.230 55.760

KFT -0.000 4.800 -10.013 0.074 -3.490 610.883

PG 0.018 2.774 -5.452 0.063 -1.005 158.148

TWX 0.024 3.901 -3.129 0.103 0.345 34.706

SNY -0.006 10.471 -8.398 0.085 -1.710 811.158

GSK -0.012 5.852 -5.084 0.074 0.902 349.135

NVS -0.000 5.280 -3.105 0.063 0.595 320.593

EUR -0.039 0.693 -1.059 0.049 -0.097 12.486

GBP 0.025 1.122 -0.636 0.046 0.117 16.377

CHF 0.029 1.024 -1.155 0.045 0.036 21.113

Daily O-to-C

BA 0.041 7.531 -8.323 1.607 -0.024 5.781

CAT 0.026 10.776 -8.562 1.873 -0.054 6.299

FDX 0.042 8.779 -9.297 1.747 0.143 6.895

IBM 0.091 5.836 -6.861 1.236 -0.172 6.456

HPQ 0.155 9.804 -11.170 1.715 -0.059 6.900

TXN 0.028 9.663 -8.599 1.970 0.053 4.828

KFT -0.001 6.467 -6.517 1.284 0.050 6.589

PG 0.070 7.444 -6.817 1.038 -0.188 9.044

TWX 0.092 11.763 -11.935 1.780 0.289 9.813

SNY -0.024 12.783 -8.692 1.511 -0.076 9.425

GSK -0.046 6.552 -8.778 1.253 -0.282 8.494

NVS -0.001 6.131 -5.836 1.089 0.154 6.909

EUR -0.019 2.293 -2.792 0.397 -0.298 8.192

GBP -0.022 1.880 -2.560 0.376 -0.159 7.801

CHF -0.030 1.881 -2.745 0.429 -0.343 6.840
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Voev, 2007, Barndorff-Nielsen et al., 2008b, Mancino and Sanfelici, 2008, among others). We

think this does not represent an issue here for two reasons. Firstly, we use very liquid assets

that are traded in the same markets (CBoT for the futures and OTC for the currencies). This re-

duces the distortion induced by stale prices, non-homogenous trading times, irregularly spaced

data points, asynchronism, different institutional features using different trading platforms or

exchange systems. Secondly, as shown in Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008b) using the intraday

data of 10 stocks from the Dow Jones index, the estimated realized covariance matrices based

on 5-minute returns are not significantly biased2 (compared to the matrices constructed using

the outer products of the open to close returns).

4.1 Asset classes and portfolio construction

As discussed in the previous sections, the ability to model risk spillover within or between assets

requires that assets be clustered in well-defined classes.

Taking the U.S.’s investor point of view, we consider a hypothetical portfolio of 12 stocks and

three exchange rates in the same order as in Table 1. These 15 assets are then split into three

sectors (Industry, Information Technology, Consumer Service and Healthcare) and an additional

group of three exchange rates. More specifically, the portfolio is organized as follows:

• U.S. stocks traded at NYSE - company financial statements in USD: BA, CAT, FDX, IBM,

HPQ, TXN, KFT, PG and TWX;

• Three European stocks traded at the NYSE as ADR, for which the company’s financial

statements are denominated in foreign currencies;

• Three exchange rates: EUR, GBP and CHF all against USD.

As regards the U.S. and the non-U.S. stocks, these can be further grouped by sector:

• Industrials - BA, CAT, FDX;

• Information Technology - IBM, HPQ, TXN;

2 For a given estimator, say Yt = Cov
5m
t , Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008b), consider the difference dt = Cov

5m
t −

CovOtoCt where CovOtoCt is the outer product of the open-to-close returns which, when averaged over many days,

provide an estimator of the average covariance between asset returns. The sample bias is computed as d̄ and the

robust variance as ē2 = γ0+2
∑q
h=1

(

1− h
q+1

)

γh, where γh =
1
T−h
∑n−h
t=1 ηtηt−h. Here ηt = dt−d̄ and q = int{4(T/100)

2/9}.

Under the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two estimators the one percent level
∣

∣

∣

√
T d̄/ē

∣

∣

∣ < 2.326

for each entry of Cov5mt .
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• Consumer Service - KFT, TWX, PG;

• Healthcare - SNY, GKS, NVS.

In a first specification we will consider these sectoral combinations of stocks and currencies

as the groups which form the portfolio.

Industrials and Information Technology are generally considered to be pro-cyclical whereas

Consumer Service and Healtcare are anti-cyclical stocks. The last column in Table 1 shows the

βs of these assets for the period under analysis calculated with respect to the S&P 500 index. All

but one of the assets labeled as pro-cyclical display a β greater than 1, indicating that these assets

are more sensitive to market movements. The opposite characteristic holds for the anti-cyclical

assets, with 5 out of 6 βs being smaller than 1, i.e. these stocks are less exposed to market risk.

Therefore, we decided to include a second approach in our analysis: we classify the portfolio

components as pro-cyclical, anti-cyclical and currencies.

Beside the equity market-specific risk, our investor is exposed to exchange rate risk as the

performance of the ADR stocks is also influenced by adverse exchange-rate movements. To en-

able this investor to reduce the risk induced by the currency exposure, we assume that his port-

folio includes the three exchange rates against the USD of the countries in which the non-U.S.

firms are located: UK (Glaxo Smith Kline), France (Sanovis Aventis SA) and Switzerland (No-

vartis AG). As a result, the investor will hold an internationally diversified portfolio containing

equities and currencies. We note that to be long in ADRs implies that the perfect hedging of

currency risk for the equity-only portfolio will be obtained with long positions in the currencies

when those currencies represent the exchange of USD against the local currency. In order to

impose short-selling constraints on our investor and to have the perfect hedge within his alloca-

tions universe, the investor must be able to cover his equity positions with positive weights on

the currencies. As USD is not the leading currency against EUR and GBP exchange rate, in the

empirical analysis we simply take the reciprocal USD/GBP and USD/EUR when building our

optimal portfolios. Note that, when currencies are considered as a specific asset class, the per-

fect hedge is just a special case: it is associated with an equality restriction on portfolio weights

of the ARD’s and corresponding currencies. We stress that our focus is not the construction of

the optimal hedge, but rather to evaluate the impact of currency risk spillover. In our portfolio

design currencies represent investable assets and hedging might be obtained as a by-product.
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The question we want to answer is whether considering volatility spillovers between stocks

belonging to different groups or within the same group3 delivers acceptable out-of-sample fore-

casts of the realized covariance matrix of the portfolio under analysis. In particular, we are in-

terested in the effect of what we dub currency-risk spillover, that is, the risk protection obtained

by accounting for adverse volatility transmission from currencies to the respective ADRs. From

the seminal paper of Glen and Jorion (1993), it is well known that the introduction of hedging

instruments into an internationally exposed portfolio significantly reduces the portfolio volatil-

ity, and delivers higher Sharpe ratios. In terms of volatility spillovers, it is plausible that shocks

in currencies will also affect the USD-traded ADRs and the optimal portfolio weights will conse-

quently be adjusted. Therefore, it is of great interest to determine the possible gains in portfolio

variance forecasting; also with regards to specific spillover.

Each different specification of the the WAR, leads to a particular dynamics of the volatility

transmission to future values. This is achieved by imposing a structure on the autoregressive

matrix M. Based upon these last and previous considerations, we propose the following struc-

ture:

1. Absence of risk spillover: M diagonal or Diagonal WAR model;

2. Currency-risk spillover: M has non-zero elements on its diagonal and on the diagonal of

its block N − 1,N ; or Diagonal WAR model with currency-risk spillover;

3. Limited-risk spillover: M block-diagonal or Block-diagonal WAR;

4. Pervasive-risk spillover: M block-diagonal and non-zero block N − 1,N , or Block-diagonal

WAR and currency-risk spillover;

5. Full-risk spillover: fullM or full WAR.

Specification (5) assumes that risk spillover effects occur across all the 15 assets included

in the portfolio, and thus also across equities in different economic sectors. This represents

the optimal but infeasible benchmark, while the other four cases are restricted versions of (5).

The opposite specification is (1) where the diagonality of matrix M leads to the absence of risk

spillovers across assets, and the dynamic of each variance and covariance is driven by just its

3Where in our empirical example the currencies consitute a group of assets.
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own past. Specification (2) is an enriched version of (1) as it considers a possible risk spillover

from currencies to ADRs, but it does not allow for other forms of risk spillover. We stress

that such a design coincides with the presence in the M matrix of the previously introduced

(Section 2) diagonal sub-matrixMN−1,N . In case (3) we cluster assets according to their industrial

sector (or as pro-cyclical/anti-cyclical). That is, we only allow 5 (or 3) groups with risk spillover

effects. Risk spillovers therefore exist across equities included in the same economic sector

and within currencies, but there is no risk spillover across equities in different sectors or from

currencies to equities. Specification (4) is different from (3) in that currency-risk spillover effects

are permitted from currencies to ADRs only, as in (2). In particular, the volatility of the three

ADRs will only be influenced by the past volatility of the corresponding exchange rate (provided

that stocks and currency are properly ordered in the covariance matrix) and by the volatilities

and covariances of the other ADRs. The two limiting cases (1) and (5) should both be considered

as benchmarks: we expect to improve on (1) by introducing richer structures in M, and we strive

not to be too far from (5) which is the ideal specification (from a statistical point of view) .

5 Evaluation of risk spillover

The forecasted variance/covariancematrix is the best means of evaluating the benefits and losses

associated with a limited structure on the risk spillover. Risk spillovers determine the effect

on a given asset risk of past values of variances/covariances on future variances/covariances

belonging to the entire set of assets (full-risk spillover), to the same asset class (limited risk-

spillover), to other different asset groups (currency-risk spillover) or to their own past only (no

spillover).

In our empirical application forecasts are made one period ahead. We fix the estimation

sample to 250 observations (one trading year) rolling it forward to produce the forecasts (thus

using an estimating moving window of 250 trading days). The comparison of the alternative

risk spillover design is therefore based on 1,509 covariance forecasts. At each point in time t, a

given model is used to produce a forecast of the covariance matrix Ŷt+1. The direct evaluation of

the risk spillover impact will be based on the covariance forecasts, and on their comparison with

the true covariances as proxied by the realized covariances. As a further evaluation, we focus on

optimal portfolio weightswt+1 computed at time t using the predicted covariance for time t+1.

At time t + 1 portfolio returns are computed using the expected optimal weights (function of
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Ŷt+1) and the realized returns on the assets. An alternative approach would also be to introduce

a forecasting equation for the returns, but a model involving the conditional mean is beyond the

scope of our research, which focuses purely on the role of the variance.

5.1 Forecasting evaluation

An affective way of directly evaluating the implications of a limited risk spillover is to adopt

a pure forecasting perspective. We thus evaluate and compare the out-of-sample forecasted

variance/covariance matrices provided by the models under analysis with the true covariance,

as proxied by the observed realized covariance. In this way, the comparison across the competing

model designs described in Section 4 will permit evaluation of the impact of limited-risk and

currency-risk spillover, as well as their combination (the pervasive-risk spillover).

Our comparison of alternative WAR specifications makes use of two loss functions for mul-

tivariate volatility models. Following Patton and Sheppard (2009), and Clements et al. (2009),

we consider the following loss functions:

L1t+1,i =
1

k2
vec
(

Ŷt+1,i −Yt+1
)′
vec
(

Ŷt+1,i −Yt+1
)

, (5)

L2t+1,i = trace
(

(

Ŷt+1,i
)−1
Yt+1

)

− log
(∣

∣

∣

∣

(

Ŷt+1,i
)−1
Yt+1

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

. (6)

which are derived from Patton and Sheppard (2009). The function L1t+1,i is a multivariate mean

squared error function, while L2t+1 is included in the class of robust loss functions defined in

Patton and Sheppard (2009). It it is similar to a quasi-likelihood loss function. We also note that

these loss functions are included in the class of consistent functions defined in Laurent et al.

(2009).

To verify the null that E
[

Lwi,t+1

]

= E
[

Lwj,t+1

]

, w = 1,2 we could use a Diebold-Mariano-type test

(see Diebold and Mariano, 1995, and West, 1996), computing the test statistic:

dwij,t+1 = Lwi,t − L
w
j,t (7)

Lwij =
d̄wij

√

Var
(

d̄wij

)

where d̄wij =
1
W

∑W
l=1 d

w
ij,t+1, and Var

(

d̄wij

)

is obtained by a HAC estimator. However, other methods

are needed to consider alternative models. Some popular approaches are the Reality Check of

White (2000), the Superior Predictive Ability test of Hansen (2005), and the Model Confidence

Set (MCS) of Hansen et al. (2003), Hansen et al. (2011).
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Here, we consider the method of Hansen et al. (2011), which allows us to create a set of

models whose forecasting performances are statistically equivalent. The MCS uses all pairwise

loss differentials dwij,t as inputs for a given loss function w and for all i, j = 1,2, ..P, i � j, where

P is the total number of fitted models. The MCS then proceeds by performing a sequential

elimination procedure test on a set of models Ml according to the following null hypothesis

H0 : E
�

d̄wij,t+1

�

= 0, with i > j and for all i, j ∈ Ml . The initial set M1 contains all models, and

if the null hypothesis is rejected, the worst performing model is excluded from the set. The

procedure then works iteratively until the null is not rejected. Each step thus performs two

operations at a generic iteration l: verifying the null hypothesis and stopping if accepted; if

the null is rejected, identifying the worst-performing model and removing it from the set. To

verify the null hypothesis, Hansen et al. (2003) proposed two distinct test statistics, based on the

quantity (7). The difference here is that the variance is computed using a bootstrap procedure

(see Hansen et al. (2011) for further details). The two statistics are the following:

TR = max
i,j∈Ml

�

�

�

�
Lwij

�

�

�

�
, (8)

TSQ =
�

i,j∈M,i>j

�

Lwij

�2
. (9)

Given that the models produce covariances across the forecasts that are not null, the test

statistics are distributed in a complex and non-standardmanner. A bootstrap approach has been

proposed by Hansen et al. (2011) to determine the p values of the test statistic. For a specific

confidence level α, the null hypothesis can thus be verified by determining the bootstrapped p

values. If it is rejected, the worst performing model is identified as:

i = argmax
i∈M

�

j∈M
d̄wij

















Var

















�

j∈M
d̄wij

































−1

.

The MCS method was originally proposed for the comparison of univariate volatility fore-

casts but Patton and Sheppard (2009) suggest that it could also be of interest in the multivariate

framework, a claim supported by the analysis in Clements et al. (2009). In this paper, the MCS

will be used as a tool for the comparison of the forecasting performances of nested models. The

purpose of this is to verify two null hypotheses: first, that a restricted model provides forecasts

statistically equivalent to those produced by an unrestricted model; second, that the introduc-

tion of currency risk spillovers improves the covariance forecast performances.
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5.2 Economic evaluation

A direct approach, although appealing and easy to implement, lacks of an economic interpreta-

tion of the results. In fact, the benefit of choosing the best forecasting model is not clear for the

representative agent investing in the theoretical portfolio.

We are thus keen to adopt a more interpretable approach whereby we can discriminate be-

tween the plethora of models available. This is why we choose to evaluate the forecast per-

formances of alternative variance/covariance models in economic terms. We prefer to compar

models using indirect means. An indirect approach does not permit direct evaluation of the

ability of the covariance models to compute accurate forecasts, but it does make it possible to

consider the economic criteria associated with each model’s forecasting power. In this paper,

we consider how the choice of different models can affect an asset allocation framework by con-

trasting the performance of two types of portfolios:

• Equally weighted portfolio, denoted as EW, which is not exposed to the asset return mean

estimation error and it is superior to many other portfolios (see DeMiguel et al., 2009),

• Global minimum variance portfolio with and without short-selling constraints denoted as

GMV and GMVB, respectively.

Theweights of the equally weighted portfolios arew = 1n/n, where 1n denotes the n-dimensional

vector of unit elements. Note that this portfolio offers a perfect hedge to the currency risk

associated to the ADRs since the amount invested in stocks is the same as that invested in USD

against the stock’s home currency.

The GMV weights are time- and model-dependent. Their derivation is based on the covari-

ance forecast:

wt+h =
Ŷ−1t+11

1′Ŷt+11
, (10)

with Ŷt+1 denoting the one-step ahead forecasted covariance matrix based on the information

set up to time t.

GMVB weights are determined by solving the optimization problem:

argmin w′Ŷt+1w

s.t. wj ≥ 0 j = 1, . . . ,n (11)

and w′1 = 1 .
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For the different variance forecastingmodels and portfolio allocationweights, we then define

the following quantities:

(A1) Realized portfolio returns: rt+1 =ωt+1rt+1,

(A2) Expected portfolio returns: r̂t+1 =wt+1rt+1,

(B1) Realized portfolio variances: σ2t+1 =ω
′Yt+1ω,

(B2) Expected portfolio variances: σ̂2t+1 =w
′Ŷt+1w,

(C1) Realized Sharpe ratio: St+1 =
rt+1√
(st+1)
,

(C2) Expected Sharpe ratio: Ŝt+1 =
r̂t+1√
(ht+1)
,

where ω denotes the ex-post solution to the optimization problem in equation (11), i.e. if the

realization of Yt+1 were observed. A1, B1 and C1 represent a sort of ‘Oracle prediction’, as used

in Chiriac and Voev (2010).

The methods we apply for the indirect model evaluation use the MSE and QLIKE univariate

loss function:

lf 1t+1 = (σ̂2t+1 −σ2t+1)2, (12)

lf 2t+1 = log(σ̂2t+1) +σ
2
t+hσ̂

−2
t+1 (13)

lf 3t+1 = (Ŝt+1 − St+1)2, (14)

Loss functions (12) and (13) are similar to those adopted in the direct model evaluation and

consider the ex-post realized portfolio volatility as targets, i.e. the volatility computed once the

optimal covariance matrix is known and optimal weights have been computed. Loss function

(14) is slightly different in the sense that it considers what we dubbed realized Sharpe ratio.

Since we observe both returns and volatility at every point in time, it makes sense to construct

a series of Sharpe ratios which do not arise simply as the ratio between total expected returns

and sample portfolio volatility, but which provide the ratio between expected (i.e. forecasted)

portfolio returns and expected portfolio volatilities for every forecasted value. Both expected

returns and expected portfolio volatility are strictly dependent on the forecasted covariance

matrix. Our target will therefore not be to maximize this expected Sharpe ratio, but to minimize

the distance between this ex-post realized ratio and the expected one. The indirect evaluation

of the models then proceeds using the MCS approach previously discussed.
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5.3 Empirical results

Table 3 and 4 reports the results of the out-of-sample forecasting exercise for the two evaluation

approaches examined earlier. Each entry reports the average values of the loss function used

for the five models. Cells marked in grey indicate that the corresponding model belongs to the

5% MCS. Along with the values of the loss function computed on the entire sample, we also

reported the results for subperiods which takes the year 2003 as the starting estimation window

and then cover the period from 2004 to 2008. This was done to check if the recent financial

crisis, which peaked in early 2009, had any influence on how the optimal model was defined.

Although the evidence is not striking, the direct evaluation of the covariancematrix forecasts

displays a preference for the diagonal WAR with currency-risk spillover effects. Loss function

L1 tends to identify all the models as the best models, with the exception of the full WAR,

which represents the full risk spillover case. However, within the set of best performing models

only the quasi-likehood loss function L2 accepts the diagonal WAR with spillover (limited risk

spillover). Note that these results are robust for the different periods under analysis.

When an equally-weighted portfolio is constructed, no model clearly outperforms another

when the volatility MSE loss function is used. The realized Sharpe ratio suggests similar MSE

results, but with some preference for the most detailed models (full risk spillover). In that

case, under the cyclical asset grouping, currency risk spillover makes the forecasts of the block-

diagonal model statistically equivalent to those of the full model, and statistically preferable to

those of the block-diagonal specification without currency risk spillovers, illustrated in Table 4.

This finding implies that the pervasive-risk spillover model represents the preferred solution.

As regards to the use of the QLIKE univariate loss function, it is preferable to choose the most

parameterized models which lead to full risk spillover, and limited risk spillover, both when it

is combined with currency-risk spillover and when it is not. The inclusion of the block diagonal

models highlights the importance of considering risk-spillovers within groups. This might be

because the weights are fixed a priori, so more information is conveyed in the forecasts by more

structured models4. This is the opposite of the results obtained when using GMV and the GMV

with portfolios optimized with short-selling constraints. These two approaches are coherent in

that both use the least parameterizedmodels (diagonal), with or without currency-risk spillover

4More detailed model structure correspond to a greater complexity in risk spillover structures.
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effects. The results are robust no matter which MCS statistic and data sample is considered.

Note, however, that the diagonal model, which takes into account the volatility transmission

from currencies to ADRs, is generally recognized as preferable to its simpler counterpart. This

might be explained in the following way: It is commonly acknowledged that an optimal portfo-

lio, established using parameterized models, will carry some estimation errors. The impact of

estimation errors can be so significant that recent studies (e.g. DeMiguel et al., 2009) suggest

that no model can beat a simple equally-weighted portfolio. Therefore, in the case of this re-

search, a trade-off arises between the number of parameters in the model which minimize the

estimation errors and its ability to effectively capture all relevant kinds of risk. The diagonal

model which accounts for currency-risk spillover effects is proven to be most effective frame-

work of resolving challenges associated with this trade-off. On the one hand, it is parsimonious,

as it recognizes that the risk of portfolio assets is influenced by their past alone (diagonalM). On

the other hand, it also accounts for the volatility transmission between currencies and for corre-

spondent ADR currency-risk spillover component, capturing features that the simple diagonal

model (absence of risk spillover) does not.

A different interpretation to the results obtained in the analysis, with a particular focus on

the GMV and constrained GMV allocation, relates to the very nature of our theoretical portfolio.

Although grouped according to their sector or their cyclicality, the assets under consideration

represent a good example of a well diversified portfolio. It therefore comes as no surprise that

spillover effects are only evident between ADRs and FX and are mixed in other sectors. ADR are

affected by shocks to exchange rate volatilities. This becomes increasingly relevant in a global

minimum variance optimization framework and our results support this argumentation.

5.4 Robustness check

To corroborate our results and to assess the role played by the latest financial crisis, we per-

formed a robustness check by splitting the data into sample periods. By keeping the starting

point fixed (year 2003), we only considered forecasted values up to 2006, 2007 and 2008, re-

spectively. The main reason for this was to verify whether the results alter in accordance with

the evaluation period, in particular when this considers ranges before and during the 2008 fi-

nancial crisis. As we did previously, we employed direct and indirect criteria to evaluate the

impact of assuming limitation in the volatility transmission dynamics. Results are reported in
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Tables 5 to 8. Again, pure statistical methods tend to prefer a diagonal model which consid-

ers currency-risk spillover effects between currencies and ADRs. When it comes to analysis of

economic criteria, a passive portfolio (the EW which has fixed weights) does not particularly

discriminate between models (loss function L1) nor does it tend to select the less parsimonious

full WAR models (full risk spillover) or the block diagonal WAR models (limited risk spillover).

On the contrary, optimized portfolios (with or without short-selling constraints) favor the least

parametrizedmodels (absence of risk spillover), but they also highlight the importance of taking

the currency-risk spillover into consideration.

6 Conclusions

We investigated the benefits of considering volatility spillover risks in a international equity

portfolio. Spillover risk is defined as the danger of adverse transmissions of return variances

and covariances from one specific asset category to another. We focused in particular on the

volatility transmission between foreign stocks traded at NYSE (as ADR) and their home coun-

try’s exchange rates (against the U.S. dollar).

We first introduced a set of specific parameterizations that allow us to control for diverse

definitions of spillover risk. This is done by imposing a particular structure on the model’s coef-

ficients. Our approach relies on the Wishart autoregressive model (WAR) proposed by Gourier-

oux et al. (2009). The model is based on a dynamic extension of the Wishart distribution. This

specification is compatible with financial theory, satisfies the constraints on volatility matrices,

and, more importantly, its form is flexible, while maintaining the coefficients’ interpretability.

The assessment of the economic implications of accounting for risk spillover is then per-

formed in a forecasting framework. The forecasting ability of several model specifications is

evaluated both in statistical and economic terms. On the economic side, the crucial mechanism

is that the optimized portfolio weights depend on how spillovers are structurally modeled. Con-

sistent with the recent literature on realized volatility, the empirical analysis is based on ultra-

high frequency data of 12 stocks quoted on U.S. equity markets (three of which are ADR) and

three exchange rates over a period of seven years that includes the recent financial crisis. As a

result, the forecasting analysis shows that considering only sector- and currency-risk spillovers,

rather than full spillover, is viable both in economic and statistical terms.
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Table 3: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios. A grey cell indicates

that the model belongs to the 5% MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.

Model L1 L2 L1 L2

Clustering Sectorial Cyclical

Full 4.155 277.943 4.155 277.943

Diagonal 3.188 30.983 3.187 30.983

Block diagonal 3.448 41.142 3.536 53.601

Diagonal spill. 3.177 21.911 3.176 21.910

Block diag. spill. 3.431 46.512 3.603 22.362

Table 4: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios. A grey cell indicates

that the model belongs to the 5%MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.
a and b indicate that it belongs to the 5%MCS

according only to TR or TSQ, respectively.

Model 1/N GMV GMVr

Sectorial lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3

Full 1.878 0.028 0.074 0.029 -2.696 12.653 0.095 -2.417 5.140

Diagonal 1.347 0.044 0.084 0.000 -3.593 2.114 0.000 -3.448 1.515

Block diagonal 1.495 0.026 0.079 0.000 -3.377 3.046 0.000 -3.261 2.040

Diagonal spill. 1.351 0.042 0.083 0.000 -3.686 1.789 0.000 -3.538 1.275

Block diag. spill. 1.493 0.025 0.078 0.000 -3.525 4.109 0.000 -3.375 1.991

Cyclical

Full 1.878 0.028 0.074 0.029 -2.696 12.653 0.095 -2.417 5.140

Diagonal 1.347 0.044 0.084 0.000 -3.593 2.114 0.000 -3.448 1.515

Block Diagonal 1.441 0.021 0.077 0.003 -2.954 5.483 0.005 -2.858 3.936

Diagonal spill. 1.351 0.042 0.083 0.000 -3.686 1.789 0.000 -3.538 1.275

Block diag. spill. 1.594 0.013 0.073 0.000 -3.668 1.866 0.000 -3.532 1.316
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Table 5: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios and the sectorial cluster.

A grey cell indicates that the model belongs to the 5% MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.

Model L1 L2

2003-2006

Full 0.427 56.109

Diagonal 0.382 31.129

Block diagonal 0.384 40.770

Diagonal spill. 0.380 21.885

Block diag. spill. 0.385 37.559

2003-2007

Full 0.409 54.349

Diagonal 0.369 30.458

Block diagonal 0.372 39.236

Diagonal spill. 0.366 21.941

Block diag. spill. 0.371 43.737

2003-2008

Full 4.469 210.381

Diagonal 3.522 31.174

Block diagonal 3.825 41.292

Diagonal spill. 3.517 22.043

Block diag. spill. 3.812 50.931
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Table 6: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios and the sectorial cluster.

A grey cell indicates that the model belongs to the 5% MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.
a and b indicate that it

belongs to the 5% MCS, according only to TR or TSQ, respectively.

Model 1/N GMV GMVr

Sectorial lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3

2003-2006

Full 0.020 -0.472 0.056 0.001 -3.174 5.624 0.001 -3.105 4.358

Diagonal 0.018 -0.476 0.055 0.000 -3.884 1.403 0.000 -3.805 1.129

Block diagonal 0.016 -0.485 0.053 0.000 -3.521 3.351 0.000 -3.471 2.373

Diagonal spill. 0.018 -0.475 0.055 0.000 -3.925 1.350 0.000 -3.859 0.913

Block diag. spill. 0.016 -0.485 0.054 0.000 -3.794 2.321 0.000 -3.724 1.688

2003-2007

Full 0.031 -0.436 0.068 0.001 -3.183 4.959 0.001 -3.105 3.694

Diagonal 0.031 -0.430 0.073 0.000 -3.895a 1.400 0.000 -3.782 1.114

Block diagonal 0.030 -0.442 0.073 0.000 -3.544 2.883 0.000 -3.479 1.988

Diagonal spill. 0.031 -0.431 0.073 0.000 -3.950 1.172 0.000 -3.844 0.823

Block diag. spill. 0.029 -0.443 0.072 0.000 -3.802 3.030 0.000 -3.705 1.437

2003-2008

Full 2.064 -0.137 0.074 0.016 -2.905 7.757 0.053 -2.737 3.893

Diagonal 1.518 -0.126 0.084a 0.000 -3.719 1.284 0.000 -3.576 1.020

Block diagonal 1.706 -0.141 0.080 0.000 -3.412 2.676 0.000 -3.314 1.826

Diagonal spill. 1.522 -0.128 0.083 0.000 -3.758 1.285 0.000 -3.621 0.903

Block diag. spill. 1.702b -0.143 0.079 0.000 -3.635 3.726 0.000 -3.507 1.463
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Table 7: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios and the cyclical cluster.

A grey cell indicates that the model belongs to the 5% MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.

Model L1 L2

2003-2006

Full 0.427 56.109

Diagonal 0.382 31.129

Block diagonal 0.395 34.424

Diagonal spill. 0.380 21.885

Block diag.spill. 0.390 22.035

2003-2007

Full 0.409 54.349

Diagonal 0.369 30.458

Block diagonal 0.383 33.777

Diagonal spill. 0.366 21.941

Block diag.spill 0.378 22.106

2003-2008

Full 4.469 210.381

Diagonal 3.522 31.174

Block diagonal 3.869 47.885

Diagonal spill. 3.517 22.043

Block diag.spill. 3.986 22.369
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Table 8: Average values of the direct loss functions implemented for the different portfolios and the cyclical cluster.

A gray cell indicates that the model belongs to the 5% MCS, according to both TR and TSQ.
a and b indicate that it

belongs to the 5% MCS according only to TR or TSQ, respectively.

Model 1/N GMV GMVr

Sectorial lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3 lf 1 lf 2 lf 3

2003-2006

Full 0.020 -0.472 t0.056a 0.001 -3.174 5.624 0.001 -3.105 4.358

Diagonal 0.018a -0.476 0.055a 0.000 -3.884a 1.403 0.000 -3.805a 1.129

Block diagonal 0.017 -0.484 0.054a 0.001 -3.215 5.506 0.001 -3.168 4.316

Diagonal spill. 0.018a -0.475 0.055a 0.000 -3.925 1.350 0.000 -3.859 0.913

Block diag.spill. 0.016 -0.490 0.050 0.000 -3.924 1.358 0.000 -3.858 0.922

2003-2007

Full 0.031 -0.436 0.068 0.001 -3.183 4.959 0.001 -3.105 3.694

Diagonal 0.031 -0.430 0.073 0.000 -3.895 1.400 0.000 -3.782 1.114

Block diagonal 0.030 -0.443 0.073 0.001 -3.241 4.763 0.001 -3.189 3.626

Diagonal spill. 0.031 -0.431 0.073 0.000 -3.950 1.172 0.000 -3.844 0.823

Block diag.spill. 0.029 -0.450 0.070 0.000 -3.952 1.174 0.000 -3.853 0.803

2003-2008

Full 2.064 -0.137 0.074 0.016 -2.905 7.757 0.053a -2.737 3.893

Diagonal 1.518 -0.126 0.084a 0.000 -3.719 1.284 0.000 -3.576 1.020

Block diagonal 1.637 -0.146 0.078 0.002 -3.079 4.662 0.003a -3.006 3.318

Diagonal spill. 1.522 -0.128 0.083 0.000 -3.758 1.285 0.000 -3.621 0.903

Block diag.spill. 1.825 -0.153 0.074 0.000 -3.761 1.267 0.000 -3.634 0.859
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